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In 2015, the central bank of Sweden, Riksbank, was the first to lower its policy rate below zero in hopes 
of spurring economic growth. That 5 year negative interest rate regime ended this week as Riksbank 
increased its policy to zero. With Sweden's inflation having hovered around their 2% target for the 
past two years, the central bank hopes to neutralize any unintended consequences from employing 
negative interest rates for an extended period of time. 

Sweden’s latest monetary policy begs the question, what will this mean for global rates elsewhere? If 
Sweden continues to meet its inflation target as well as stabilizes economic growth, other countries 
with negative interest rates could potentially revisit their policies as well. If other countries follow suit, 
this could start a large conversation around the impacts of outstanding debt as sovereign debt prices 
will fall with higher interest rates. 

Negative yielding debt currently totals $11.5 trillion versus $17 trillion in late August 2019. As trade 
tensions settle and global economic growth resurfaces, interest rates have naturally climbed, reducing 
the tally of negative yielding debt. Should other central banks follow the Riksbank decision, overall 
negative yielding sovereign debt will have likely peaked in August. This policy shift would create an 
increased need in investors’ understanding of broader rate sensitivity in their portfolios.

Source: Bloomberg                                                                                                Data through 12/19/2019

The views expressed represent the opinions of the GIM portfolio managers as of December 19, 2019 and are not intended as a recommendation of any security, 
sector or product. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Actual performance may vary from any opinion reported herein. For institutional adviser 
use only, not intended to be shared with retail clients.

Total Global Negative Yielding Debt ($ Millions)

$11,455,678 
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